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RTF INCLUDING
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RTF including:

fuselage
wing
elevator
landing gear
Landing pole
plastic parts set
push rod
glue
decal
balance charger
LI-Po battery (11.1V 2200mAh 20C)
transmitter
Adaptor
Propeller
ESC
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As shown, coated adhesive foam 
rubber in the horizontal tail Office.

As shown, horizontal tail position in the
 corresponding bonding fuselage.

As shown, the rudder rod penetration
quick connector, tighten with a 
screwdriver.

As shown, the elevator rod penetration
quick connector, tighten with a 
screwdriver.

this time steering the Huizhong state.Indicate: this time steering the Huizhong state.Indicate:

Z-end of the rod will turn into plastic
pieces shown in the figure.

Fixed front wheel steering with PA2.5X6.
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The front wheel steering rod into quick
 connector fastened with a screwdriver.

this time steering the Huizhong state.Indicate:

As shown,Tear up the surface layer 
of the double-sided adhesive.

As shown,Install hood in the fuselage. As shown in the installation of 9060
 Clover paddle

Phillips screwdriver fastening fairing.

.

As shown,Body antenna installation.
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As shown, Left  and right wing bonding.

As shown,Installation of plastic parts 
in the position of the wing mark.

As shown,Landing gear screws around
 with PA2.5X6.

As shown,The aileron cable with 
Y-cable

As shown,Installation of wing and 
fuselage, tighten with a screwdriver.

.

Bubble gum on the left and right 
wing James.
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STICK OPERATION

MODE 1 MODE 2 MOVEMENT
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Wire lead shorts can cause fire! If you accidentally short the wires, the battery must be 
placed in a safe area for observation for approximately 15 minutes.

After flight, the battery cool down to ambient temperature before charging.

observation
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Once you have connected the charger to a power source,The red LED will turn on.

Connect the Li-Po battery pack to the charger.When the park is full charged.The 

green LED will turn on.



Parts List

FuselageSRTR-01 SRTR-02 wing

SRTR-04 Elevator SRTR-05 canopy 1

SRTR-03 Canopy

SRTR-12 DECAL 13

SRTR-07 Plastic Part set

SRTR-11 push rodSRTR-9 Landing Wheel SRTR-10 Fairing

SRTR-06 Propeller

SRTR-08 Landing gear

TransmitterDYT-2002

DY-1007 9g ServoDY-3001 quick-controller

DY-6006 11.1V 2200mAh 20C Li-Po Battery

DYA-000X Adaptor

DYE-1002 Balance Charger

DYR-2001 ReceiverDY-3003 Glue

DYAT-008 Servo horn

DYM-0010 Brushless Motor

DYE-1004 40A ESC




